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Protect your home
with prowater+
The ingenious way to tackle limescale and corrosion in your home.

It’s time to say Goodbye to Limescale and Corrosion!
Prowater+ is an innovative and economical way to deal with hard water. This revolutionary system protects
the whole house, including the heating system, against the build up of limescale and
soft water corrosion.

Did you know
that 1mm of
limescale on a
heating element
means 8-9%
more use of
energy?

How does prowater+ do this?
Prowater+ adds a small quantity of a food grade formulation to
the water flow less than 5ppm (parts per million), which
neutralises (seals) the Calcium and Magnesium, preventing and
stopping the formation of limescale and their damaging results.

What is the advantage of prowater+
compared to other water
treatment systems?
Prowater+ has many advantages compared to other
‘Complete Home’ systems which are usually contained in a
large white box and situated in a cupboard in the kitchen.
Prowater+ is highly efficient in the fight against limescale and
corrosion, it’s compact design is easy to fit, low maintenance
and environmentally friendly.

The prowater+ advantages compared to traditional water softeners
Easy to fit and requires no electricity
Does not waste water, as it does not need to
be flushed for regeneration
Affordable to buy and cheap to run

Overall is more environmentally friendly

Leaves important minerals available in the
water for the body to use
Needs no separate drinking water feed as
prowater+ treated water is 100% safe to
drink
It’s easy to maintain as cartridges are easy
to store and change

Will prowater+ remove the Calcium and other minerals my children need
for strong teeth and bones from the water?
Prowater+ coats the Calcium using our dosing system and this coating will be safely broken down by the human body
when the water is drunk. This way the Calcium remains fully available to the body. A conventional water
softener chemically removes Calcium completely. Prowater+ uses food grade materials and
so is 100% safe for drinking water and the environment.

Is prowater+ safe?
Yes! The water stays 100% safe due to the technology
used by prowater+. The system is a completely safe way to
treat water in the home (including drinking water) and is safe for
human consumption according to the WHO* and FAO* recommendations
and in accordance with the international norm for drinking water to
British Standard BS-EN 1212.
* WHO: World Heath Organisation FAO: Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations
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Only the advantages
of Calcium, No Deposits …
Calcium and Magnesium salts are minerals which are crucial for
every human body and for optimum health. Most of our Calcium
comes from our daily drinking water. In addition, by law, water
companies have to make sure they leave enough calcium in our
drinking water.

Prowater+
is 100% safe for
drinking water as it
retains the essential
Calcium and minerals
needed for strong
teeth and bones!

Until recently the only way to prevent limescale and pipe corrosion
was by using expensive (and now outdated) water softeners that
eliminated Calcium and Magnesium from the water. In making the
choice of prowater+ you will be using an environmentally friendly
system which requires no electricity, resulting in water you can
safely drink from the tap.
With prowater+ the composition of the water does not change as
the Calcium and Magnesium are not eliminated but simply sealed.
The advantage is that once consumed, the minerals are broken
down and absorbed by your body, making it great for people of all
ages as the Calcium and other minerals needed for strong teeth
and bones are retained within the water.

Dermatological tests prove it: hard water is bad for your skin.
Dermatologists and specialists recommend treating water against hardness. Water softeners could protect
efficiently against limescale but are expensive, some use electric and can be environmentally unfriendly.

Prowater+
prevents high levels
of Calcium in the water
which can provoke or
worsen existing skin
irritations. It also helps
prevent against
dull hair.

With prowater+ you no longer need a water softener, you save energy,
reduce pollution and water consumption. You can enjoy the benefits that soft water
would bring without removing essential minerals such as Calcium and Magnesium from your water.

How it works
The ProCompact+ by prowater+ uses a revolutionary system
which when installed directly after your stopcock provides
protection against limescale and soft water corrosion to
your whole house.

Impurities removed by the
ProCompact+ prefilter

Integrated prefilter designed to
catch sand and impurities in the
water preventing it from entering
the house.

During transport from source to user, water
picks up dirt particles and impurities, causing
wear and tear and also reducing the quality
and taste of your drinking water. The
ProCompact+ prefilter removes all these and
ensures optimal performance of the dosing
system. Combined together they extend the
lifetime of your appliances and protect your
whole home.

Sand/impurities
Calcium (Untreated)
Calcium (Treated)

What’s included with the ProCompact+
1 x ProCompact+ Water Treatment Unit*
Protects against build up of limescale and corrosion.

1 x Integrated Prefilter Mesh**
Removes sand, dirt particles and impurities (debris) from
the water. Protects taps, valves, stopcocks and improves
the quality of (drinking) water.

1 x Electronic Sensor
Electronic battery operated low level sensor indicating
when cartridge needs replacing.

1 x Cartridge
Long life cartridges: average life 40,000 litres or 40m3.

1 x Lifetime Guarantee***

*
**
***

WRAS, FAO & WHO approved, complies with BS-EN 1212 British Standard norm for drinking water
Regular cleaning of the prefilter mesh recommended (depending on quantity of particles in the water)
FREE Lifetime Guarantee on all components (upon successful registration via our website)
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The total solution to
protect your complete home!
Scale Free Pipes & Fixtures

Protect Home Appliances

Protects your pipes and plumbing fixtures from clogs,
corrosion and other costly water damage repairs by
reducing limescale buildup throughout your home.

Prevent limescale build up to improve the durability,
efficiency and life span of your water appliances - save
money on lower energy bills.

Low Maintenance

Stops Build Up Of Limescale

ProCompact+ unit is fitted directly to the main incoming
water supply after the stopcock, which is usually
positioned in the kitchen cabinet (under sink). It is a
fully automated system which combines a simple one
time installation with virtually no maintenance to save
you time and money and provide peace of mind.

No build up of white residue on taps, grey veil on
tiles and shower enclosures and stains of limescale
in toilet bowl. Making your bathroom easier to clean.

Softer Skin and Hair

100% Safe for Drinking Water
Unlimited - excellent for cooking, making soups, coffee
and tea brewing, crystal-clear ice cubes and much more.

Softer hair and skin - reduces skin irritations.

Appliances in your home which benefit from prowater+

+
+
+
+
+
+

KITCHEN

Dishwasher, Coffee Machine, Instant Hot Water Tap,
Steam Oven, Kettle, Taps

UTILITY

Washing Machine, Steam Iron, Taps

BATHROOM

Sanitaryware, Shower Door, Mixer Taps,
Bath

WASHROOM

Sanitaryware, Taps

LOFT

Water Tank, Central Heating, Boiler

OUTDOOR & GARAGE
Garden Tap, Car Washing

Feel and see the benefit…

Prowater+
saves you a lot
of cleaning
work in your
bathroom

Advantages of prowater+
�
�
�
�
�
�
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Completely safe for drinking water (British
Standard BS-EN 1212)
Low maintenance
Compact space saving device which fits into the
smallest of spaces
No electricity needed
Long life cartridges (upto 40m3 = 40,000 litres)
Electronic sound warning fitted as standard
notifying you of when the cartridge needs
replacing
Extends the life of appliances: dishwasher,
washing machine, central heating system,
boiler, etc.

* Limescale deposit (mm)
Waste of energy
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Glasses and cutlery stay like new
Cleaner bathroom, shower and kitchen
Tackling limescale saves energy, reducing cost on
energy bills*
Save up to 30% of your normal soap and cleaning
products
Softer skin and reduces skin irritations
Recommended for sensitive or irritated skins
Improves the taste of drinking water
Includes internationally approved check valve**
Provides filtered drinking water; filters out sand,
grit and impurities.
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** Approved by WRAS

Prowater+ can pay
for itself within the first
2 years due to savings
You will use fewer cleaning products and will also save energy* because equipment such as
heating systems, boilers, washing machines and common household appliances work more effectively. You will reduce
the amount of soap and shampoo used and your skin and hair will feel softer and the water will taste better.
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ProCompact+
Overview
Dimensions & Specifications

Filter

115 x 75 x 210 mm
3/4” BSP Female
0.45 kg
0.5 - 10 Bar
25 Bar
1 C - 40 C
Max 3.000 L/u
+
_ 0.3 Bar
_ 40,000 litres (40m) or
+
1 year max
Prefilter mesh

210mm

Dimension (W x D x H)
Connection
Weight
Working pressure
Test pressure
Temperature range water
Flow rate
Pressure loss
Lifetime dosing cartridge

ProCompact+
will fit in any
compact space
due to its unique
space saving
design

115mm

Prowater+ offers a FREE Lifetime Guarantee
for the ProCompact+ which covers all components*
Upon registration via our website you will receive a digital lifetime guarantee certificate. If you
wish we can also remind you when your cartridge needs replacing (although the electric
sensor will also notify you), and send you promotions, updates and information via our
newsletter.
* Incl. postal cost (excluding replacement cartridges, electric sensor, batteries and labour)

How do I keep my ProCompact+
working?
Simply replace the cartridges after 40,000 litres of water
have passed through. The ProCompact+ is fitted with a
clever electronic alarm that will let you know when this is
due. It’s simple to do and will maintain the protection to
your complete home needs.
Prowater+ refill cartridges have been specially designed to
make them very easy to replace.
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Contact Us
Telephone | 0800 6444 766
Email | info@prowaterplus.co.uk
Registered Address | 15-16 Eastgate Street, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk, IP33 1XX
Company Registration No | 12425883
VAT Registration | 349 1451 92
MADE IN NETHERLANDS

